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NEXT DOOR COMMENTS 

Vallejo Marine Terminal/Orcem Project2 Jun 

Economic Development Department from City of Vallejo  

A Notice of Preparation (NOP) of a Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the proposed 
Vallejo Marine Terminal/Orcem Project has been posted to the City's website for public review 
and comment until June 19, 2014. The City of Vallejo (City) will be the lead agency under the 
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and will prepare an EIR for the project. The project 
is proposed to occupy the former General Mills property at 790-800 Derr Avenue. A description 
of the project, an Initial Study and the NOP can be found here: http://bit.ly/1kk1UYy 
 
The documents can also be found on the City's website under City Hall, Departments & 
Divisions, Planning Division page, then click on Major Development & Specific Plan Docs and 
then VMT/Orcem Project. For more information, please contact Michelle Hightower, Senior 
Planner, at 707.648.4506 or mhightower@ci.vallejo.ca.us.  

Lisa, Frank and John thanked you  

David H. from Vallejo Heritage 2 Jun 

A cement factory in Vallejo... Kiss your air quality goodbye. 

Gary, Linda, Susan and 2 others thanked David 

David H. from Vallejo Heritage 2 Jun 

After reading all of the associated documents, I am terrified. This project will further cement (pun 
intended) Vallejo as a place to avoid. All the beautiful properties along the water at the entrance 
of Carquinez Bay will be a direct recipient of the carcinogenic dust cloud from the new facility... 
As well as Grace Patterson Elementary School... This insane plan needs to be put down! 

Jamie and Jerry, Rebecca, Linda and 1 other thanked David 

According to this article, the cement will be environmentally friendly and the cement plant is said 
to be "green."  
 
http://www.timesheraldonline.com/news/ci... 
 
That being said, do you still think the plant will pose an environmental and health threat to 
Vallejo environment and the Vallejoans manufacturing this stuff? 

Brandon S. from Vallejo Heritage 2 Jun 

I don't understand all the bad hype when this is still in the planning stage and environmental 
impact studies haven't even been done yet.  
 

https://cityofvallejo.nextdoor.com/news_feed/?post=5095749
https://cityofvallejo.nextdoor.com/profile/839820
http://bit.ly/1kk1UYy
mailto:mhightower@ci.vallejo.ca.us
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
https://cityofvallejo.nextdoor.com/profile/1120904/
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
https://cityofvallejo.nextdoor.com/profile/1120904/
http://www.timesheraldonline.com/news/ci_25286582/company-poised-create-green-construction-plant-vallejo
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
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Let's get some perspective. Who are we? What do we have to ... View more lose? What do we 
NEED to gain?  
 
Doesn't our city need the business? We are not Walnut Creek, full of Apple Stores and Nieman 
Marcus shops... We don't have the luxury of turning up our noses to real business, and they 
surely know it. 
 
Vallejo grew fat on the teet of the military industrial complex of ships, bombs, and nuclear subs, 
but now a green concrete plant is too scary? 
 
Let's not remain the bankrupt failure everyone calls us. If we turn away businesses we risk 
falling deeper into obscurity and increasing amount of crime and despair.  
 
We need more money, more cops, better schools, more social programs, and better funded 
government to go out and get more money to get more of the above. 
 
I would take a bit of dust in the air in exchange for less lead flying through it.  

Bob, John, Linda and 5 others thanked Brandon 

Rey A. from Hollyvine 2 Jun 

Well articulated, Brandon! 
 
I, as well, understand the cons, but the pros you speak of, outweigh then. But you are 
correct...who know if it will even happen as it's just in the preliminary stages.  
 
Let's wait and see and follow the developments... 

Brandon and Madison thanked Rey 

Rey d. from Echo 3 Jun 

I agree with Brandon. Vallejo need the business. 
To those people who contradicts improvement; what do you have to contribute to better our 
economy? 

Brandon thanked Rey 

David H. from Vallejo Heritage 3 Jun 

I lived next to a cement processing center for two years. Green cement is just like clean coal - 
it's green washing BS. Even the PDF's say "less toxic"... Not non- toxic. 

Linda, Susan, Dave and 2 others thanked David 

David H. from Vallejo Heritage 3 Jun 

javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
https://cityofvallejo.nextdoor.com/profile/1904790/
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
https://cityofvallejo.nextdoor.com/profile/1058772/
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
https://cityofvallejo.nextdoor.com/profile/490365/
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
https://cityofvallejo.nextdoor.com/profile/1120904/
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
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What do I have to contribute? I"m the archetypal person everybody keeps saying Vallejo needs 
to attract - SF tech worker. I saw Vallejo as a promising bedroom community with the last 
affordable homes ... View more on the water in the Bay Area. Vallejo could very easily evolve 
into Benicia. A cement processing center will only take Vallejo further down the wrong path and 
endanger all children attending the school 1/4 mile away. Instead of toxic industry, Vallejo 
should demo that site and build a recreation themed area to draw tourists and more people like 
me who want to invest in something better.  

Dana, Linda, Susan and 4 others thanked David 

Linda P. from Somerset Highlands Park 3 Jun 

Thank you David, I agree with you 100%. Vallejo has enough problems without adding a dirty 
business like cement whether it's supposedly "green" or not. I live in East Vallejo, and if I leave 
my ... View more windows open at night, my house is covered in grimy grit from the quarry the 
next day. Don't we have enough problems already? We may not be WC with Neiman Marcus 
and Apple stores, but adding this kind of business is a sure-fire way to make sure we never 
become one. We have to decide: Do we want to continue to be Richmond Jr., or are we willing 
to do what it takes to be better than that?  

Linda, Jamie and Jerry, David and 1 other thanked Linda 

Susan T. from Cal Meadows 3 Jun 

137 Kit Carson was broken into last night since the eviction. Its being boarded up again. 
Eyeballs open, lets alll keep our eyes on it.. FYI 

Rey thanked Susan 

Doug S. from Grant Mahoney Park 3 Jun 

This is a great use for this property. I did some work at this site back when the mill was in 
operation. There were fork lifts and trucks but the site is fairly self contained in a pocket along 
the water. I want to hear the details before making a decision. The dust will have to be handled 
with modern equipment. 
 
Thanks Brandon 

Brandon, James and Judy thanked Doug 

Graham S. from Home Acres 3 Jun 

While the project may or may not have it's merits, the fact remains that Vallejo has a city 
attorney that is risk adverse to the point of letting criminals break the law, bankers break the 
law, and ... View more developers break the law.  
 
While I am not yet a nay sayer for this project I see nothing in their plans that indicates they will 
be paying their fair share for usage of our infrastructure. The city has a demonstrated habit of 

javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
https://cityofvallejo.nextdoor.com/profile/1120904/
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
https://cityofvallejo.nextdoor.com/profile/309729/
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
https://cityofvallejo.nextdoor.com/profile/2246473/
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
https://cityofvallejo.nextdoor.com/profile/467554/
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
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passing these costs onto the citizens vs the actual end user.  
 
As a person who works in Maritime there are some risks associated with the support operations 
that will take place with the discharge operations that can endanger our waterfront.  
 
While yes this project is in the planning stages out is important for our government to be 
messaging that they have the citizens best interests in mind over the interests of a business 
venture that has the potential to further stain our already neglected infrastructure.  
 
Personally I feel that our city government needs to address these important infrastructure 
impacts and how they plan to mitigate them so we can make informed decisions for out against 
the project.  

Linda, Linda, Susan and 2 others thanked Graham 

Roberto F. from Bay Terrace 3 Jun 

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS POTENTIALLY AFFECTED: 
The environmental factors checked below would be potentially affected by this project, involving 
at least one impact that is a “Potentially Significant ... View more Impact” as indicated by the 
checklist on the following pages. 
Aesthetics 
 
Air Quality 
Biological Resources 
Cultural Resources 
Geology/Soils 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
Hazards and Hazardous Materials 
Hydrology/ Water Quality 
Land Use/Planning 
Noise 
Public Services 
Recreation 
Transportation/Traffic 
Utilities / Service Systems 
 
Can the city of Vallejo attract better businesses? There is so much potential for good 
businesses to be attracted to this area. Whats going on with the Mayor's leadership?  

Linda, Linda and David thanked Roberto 

Kathy G. from Hillcrest Estates 3 Jun 

javascript:void(0);
https://cityofvallejo.nextdoor.com/profile/721136/
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
https://cityofvallejo.nextdoor.com/profile/1255591/
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
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Brandon, thanks for the voice of a calm, reasonable response. We can foster a positive outlook 
and keep an open mind until all the information is in or we can light torches and storm the castle 
to kill the monster, even if we don't know if it's a monster yet !.... Thanks again. 

Colleen and James thanked Kathy 

Judy L. from California Lighthouse 3 Jun 

I agree we don't need to protest until we have all the information. It is a "self-contained" site. I'll 
bet not many people even know it's there. Please don't compare us with Benicia. Benicia has ... 
View more oil refineries in their back yard. The refineries support their city coffers. We have 
potential tax dollar opportunities from more diverse businesses, not just one. Hope many more 
businesses will look at us.  

Linda and James thanked Judy 

Kevin F. from Mare Island 3 Jun 

Vallejo has a track record for going for quick and easy, and a track record of mishandling real 
growth opportunities. When you have an image as the local dump, that is the kind of business 
you ... View more attract. You can do the easy thing, and take what's handed you, or you make 
an effort to attract core business that generate positive economic growth. It's a 'no brainer' 
(literally)to just follow old patterns; even if they led the city to bankruptcy.  

Dana, Linda, Linda and 2 others thanked Kevin 

David H. from Vallejo Heritage 3 Jun 

This will be a 24 hr processing facility with a rail line that bisects the heritage district. I, 
personally, would not want to deal with rail noise in the middle of the night. Most Heritage 
District homes are 80+ years old with 0 noise dampening capabilities... Do you want to hear 
freight trains @ 2am? 

Ellen, Linda, Linda and 2 others thanked David 

Jamie and Jerry E. from North Sommerset Highlands 3 Jun 

I actually like the sound of trains at night, but I don't like the dust of the quarry in my house. If it 
is anything like being near the quarry, I would vote NO! 

Linda thanked Jamie and Jerry 

James C. from Grant Mahoney Park 3 Jun 

I also think we should not jump the gun and form conclusions just yet. Obviously there is the 
potential for significant environmental impacts. But it is also true that with the EIR there will ... 
View more undoubtedly be mitigations required to greatly reduce or eliminate impacts. The 
community will have the opportunity to weigh in with concerns and they will have to be 
responded to. I think there is room for some industrial operations here which I presume will 

https://cityofvallejo.nextdoor.com/profile/449598/
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javascript:void(0);
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provide some decent paying blue collar jobs. From what I've read green cement sounds like a 
much more environmentally friendly product than regular cement. Maybe that will be something 
we will be proud of associating with Vallejo. We still have many places and opportunities for 
tech or other types of businesses on Mare Island and elsewhere. Can we get them to come? 
Hopefully. There are certainly efforts afoot to do just that. In the meantime, these folks are 
prepared to make a significant commitment developing the site. I don't think we should rain on 
the project just yet. Many people think we do too much of that in this town already turning our 
nose at every potential development and waiting for some pristine, perfect projects to drop at 
our feet . . . as if we are ever going to please everyone. This wouldn't have been my first choice 
for a scenic site like the Mills property, but given the location, it works for this type of business, 
and the business will be relatively isolated from the rest of the city.  

Judy, Linda and Evangelina thanked James 

Kathy G. from Hillcrest Estates 3 Jun 

Thank you everyone. The exchange of opinions is great! Helps to hear the varying perspectives. 

Ellen, Linda and Linda thanked Kathy 

Bruce P. from Hyde Park 3 Jun 

What is with Vallejo? Compare this to the mega-million reconstruction of Walnut Creek's 
Broadway Plaza. I could be wrong of course. Tourists and shoppers could converge on a 
cement factory, but if that were the case, wouldn't it be better to place it downtown? 

Linda and Linda thanked Bruce 

James C. from Grant Mahoney Park 3 Jun 

Good idea Bruce! But seriously, I grew up in a factory town on the shores of Lake Michigan. It 
may seem odd today, but we were proud of our manufacturers and we had a good balance of 
blue collar and ... View more white collar jobs. And . . . yes you could take tours and tourists did 
visit them. It was really cool to see tractors, for example, being assembled. Those industries and 
jobs were destroyed by globalization. I think we need to encourage that balance again. As an 
aside, do we hate our heritage . . . the shipyard? Pretty industrial looking if you ask me and they 
are working on ships again! Very cool. Certainly no shopping mall. I like Vallejo because it isn't 
some status conscious, snobby community with tony shops and a lot of beemers, though a few 
boutique shops wouldn't hurt and we could definitely use a few more dining choices. This 
venture, if it succeeds, will bring revenue to the city, and we definitely need that . . . even to 
become more attractive to other kinds of businesses, tourists, and new residents.  

Bob, Judy, Linda and 1 other thanked James 

Brandon S. from Vallejo Heritage 3 Jun 

We saw the lights on at the dry docks tonight. Very cool! 

https://cityofvallejo.nextdoor.com/profile/462185/
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
https://cityofvallejo.nextdoor.com/profile/449598/
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
https://cityofvallejo.nextdoor.com/profile/70602/
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
https://cityofvallejo.nextdoor.com/profile/462185/
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
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James thanked Brandon 

Rey d. from Echo 4 Jun 

This is waste of time. Let's get the facts first before arguing! 

Charlie M. from Nebraska and Sonoma 4 Jun 

I am also in favor of getting more facts. The newspaper article was so optimistic, a grain of salt 
is warranted, but it's at least conceivable that the operation will have minimal impacts and be a 
boon to the city. C'mon, riverfront condos would've been a nice alternative, but where is the 
demand and I couldn't have afforded one anyway. 

James and Linda thanked Charlie 

Judy L. from California Lighthouse 4 Jun 

Cities can't be built solely on tourist attractions. Coming up with a good mix is the key. Train 
sounds can be heard in many areas of Vallejo. Freeway traffic too. If we want commerce and 
businesses, this is part of it. I'm waiting to hear the rest of the story. 

Bob and James thanked Judy 
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